Феномен сложного знания в обучении математике как фактор формирования математической грамотности школьников

Введение. Эффективным направлением формирования математической грамотности школьников становится обучение математике на основе освоения обобщенных конструктов сложного знания (например, современных достижений в науке) с весомым прикладным и математико-информационным потенциалом личностного развития. Цель исследования: разработать технологию формирования математической грамотности школьников в ходе освоения сложного математического знания и в контексте актуализации универсальных учебных действий средствами математического и компьютерного моделирования.

Материалы и методы. Материалы исследования основаны на историогенезе и актуализации процессов освоения сложного математического знания школьниками как эффективного механизма развития личности. Реализуются синергетический подход, средства цифровизации и методы наглядного моделирования для адаптации процессов освоения сложного знания к школьной математике с эффектом формирования математической грамотности школьников. Выбор и обоснование методов фундирования опыта личности создают эффект актуализации ядра универсальных учебных действий, проявляются в процессах индивидуализации деятельности школьников.

Результаты исследования. Впервые разработана технология формирования математической грамотности школьников на основе симбиоза математического и компьютерного моделирования в освоении математики сложного знания. Построены фундирующие кластеры и технологии исследования и адаптации иерархий сложного разноуровневого знания (в том числе, современных достижений в науке) к школьной математике. Уточнены этапы и средства наглядного моделирования и фундирования опыта личности с эффектом формирования математической грамотности школьников в насыщенной информационно-образовательной среде.

Выводы. Образовательные практики показали высокую эффективность данной методики формирования математической грамотности школьников в процессе освоения современных достижений в науке. Такие дидактические решения и практики характеризуются способностью обеспечить в полной мере потребности каждого обучающегося в самообразовании и самоактуализации при освоении сложных знаниевых конструктов и задают ценностный императив личностного развития, в том числе математической грамотности.
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The phenomenon of complex knowledge in teaching mathematics as a factor of mathematical literacy forming of school students

Introduction. Mathematics teaching based on the development of complex knowledge generalized constructs (for example, modern achievements in science) becomes an effective direction for the formation of school student's mathematical literacy with a significant applied and mathematical-informational potential of personal development. The purpose of the study: to develop a technology for student's mathematical literacy formation during the development of complex mathematical knowledge and in the context of universal educational actions actualization by means of mathematical and computer modeling.

Materials and methods. The research materials are based on the historiogenesis and actualization of mastering processes of complex mathematical knowledge by students as an effective mechanism for personal development. A synergetic approach, digitalization tools and visual modeling methods are being implemented to adapt the mastering processes of complex knowledge to school mathematics with the effect of student's mathematical literacy forming. The choice and justification of methods for personal experience founding create the effect of core actualization of universal educational actions, manifest themselves in the processes of students' activities individualization.

The results of the study. For the first time, a technology for student's mathematical literacy formation based on the symbiosis of mathematical and computer modeling in mathematics development of complex knowledge has been developed. The founding clusters and research and adaptation technology of hierarchies of complex multi-level knowledge (including modern achievements in science) to school mathematics are constructed. The stages and means of visual modeling and personal experience founding with the effect of student's mathematical literacy forming in a rich information and educational environment are clarified.

Conclusion. Educational practices have shown the high efficiency of this method to school student's mathematical literacy forming in the process of modern achievements mastering in science. Such didactic solutions and practices are characterized by the ability to fully meet the needs of each school student in self-education and self-actualization when complex knowledge constructs mastering and set the value imperative of personal development, including mathematical literacy.
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In the last decade, schools’ digitalization has been declared the main trend of Russian education and is designed to provide the answers to the “explosive” emergence of new competencies, changes in the labor market and the openness of global information space. The international PISA test, a test that assesses the school student’s functional literacy in different countries of the world and the ability to apply knowledge in practice (takes place every three years; the test involves teenagers aged 15 years), show that about a fifth of senior school graduates do not reach the threshold level of functional literacy (in each area – mathematical, natural science and reading) and about a third of school students in one of the areas. Russia ranks 27-35 in the world ranking. The main difficulties in performing tasks for monitoring of school student’s functional (mathematical) literacy formation are identified:

- understanding the plot situation and translating it into the language of subject area, finding a solution method;
- working with information presented in various forms (figure, text, table, diagram);
- working with real data, quantities and units of measurement;
- interpretation of the result taking into account the proposed situation;
- the manifestation of independence, the use of educational and life experience.

Pedagogical experience, theory and practice, requests and challenges of real-life show that fundamental mathematical abilities play a central role in determining various success levels in mathematical literacy formation. In recent decades, scientists-mathematicians, philosophers, psychologists and teachers’ efforts have methodologically revealed and theoretically proved that the following technological concept is able to show the mechanisms and the factors of fundamentality phenomenon actualization and the quality of mathematical education improving. It was school student’s mathematical literacy formation (according to the identification and research of "problem areas" in mathematics development): self-organization and self-development of the individual on the basis of three spheres actualization of synergy manifestation of complex constructs for modern scientific knowledge (typology is identified and justified in [16]): meaningful (practice-oriented tasks, complex systems and real processes – fractals, chaos, nonlinear dynamics, cryptography, etc., mechanisms of self-organization and order), procedural (personal experience founding, cultures dialogue and communications, contexts, mathematical and computer modeling) and personal-adaptive (development of school student’s creativity and criticality, visual modeling, development of the learning motivational sphere). Thus, mathematics teaching based on the development of complex knowledge generalized constructs (for example, modern achievements in science with significant applied and mathematical-informational potential) becomes an effective direction for school student’s mathematical literacy formation (technology of modern achievements in science is created in [1; 2].

This can be implemented in the course of step-by-step research and adaptation of complex knowledge generalized constructs to school mathematics with the included effect of practice-oriented tasks solving and the ability to interpret the tasks from real life: that is, to solve a wide range of tasks in various spheres of human activity, communication and social relations (practical methods for improving are realized in [24]). The integration concept of educational paradigms of complex knowledge mastering and the formation of
school student’s mathematical literacy is the core actualization of universal educational actions that manifest themselves in the corresponding school student’s cognitive activity (it is shown by the example of fractal geometry in [7]). This creates a precedent for expanding and deepening the personal experience based on its current state (it is necessary to take into account the school student’s individual differences, forms, methods and means of complex knowledge mastering and the corresponding practice-oriented tasks should be multi-level), the formation and development of the learning motivational sphere (due to the actualization of samples and adaptation of modern, popular in life and accessible to perception scientific knowledge and technologies), the development of intellectual operations and abilities based on founding mechanisms. So, procedures of mathematical and visual modeling in mathematics development for complex constructs and school student’s manifestation possibilities and functional, operational and instrumental competencies corrections are presented.

At the same time, it is necessary to implement the idea of not only developing, implementing and researching hierarchical and multi-level complexes of PISA-like tasks for school students, but also updating the basic generalized procedures and UEA (universal educational actions), integrating of mathematical knowledge and competencies. These can be: localization and structuring of information, understanding and generalization, integration and interpretation, modeling and reflection, self-assessment and self-control of knowledge that correlate with the levels and content of mathematical literacy in the context of the implementation of school student’s research and play activities during the complex knowledge development. This integrative basis promotes the interaction, mutual influence, mutual enrichment of knowledge fields and will need to contribute to the formation of school student’s functional (mathematical) literacy. The synergy of mathematical education in the context of the cultures dialogue and modern achievements in science adaptation (it is shown in the "aggravation mode" of S. P. Kurdyumov [12; 23]), whether it is inclusive education, distance learning or integrated courses, allows the creating conditions for improving the mathematical education quality, school student’s educational and professional motivation with the disclosure of their individual characteristics («...turning yourself to culture and history ...» G. Hegel). At the same time, the post-non-classical thinking of modern individual, based on the nonlinearity of the surrounding reality, situationality and uncertainty in decision-making, multiple goal-setting and ambiguity of choice, strongly dictates the need and mastering possibility and accepting new scientific knowledge (as well as school student’s mathematical literacy formation) by overcoming the complexity (for example, modern achievements in science), including this new knowledge, as an imperative of the transition from chaos to order. Especially such procedures are manifested in the study and complex mathematical knowledge adaptation to school mathematics by step-by-step and multifunctional manifestation of its generalized essence and its integration with school educational elements – such in our work are modern achievements in science (for example, fuzzy-logic or fuzzy set theory [24]).

Thus, even the school student’s mathematical literacy in the process of research activity can act as one of the important attractors of symbiosis phased deployment in successive iterations of generalized procedures study (universal educational actions) and complex knowledge adapting processes of basic educational elements development to school mathematics. This dictates the need to build, investigate and consider a multi-level complex as a condition for building the parameters of the order of mathematics motivated mastering and the transition to dynamically stable states of a new level of techniques and
acts complexity of mathematical thinking. Such development of complex mathematical knowledge by school students allows the creating of research situations leading to the ability to maintain the dynamic stability of mental activity state (formation of mathematical literacy in research activities course). It is possible with acceptable values of internal or external disturbances (fluctuations) of mathematical activity in study processes of generalized constructs adaptation of modern achievements in science.

Objective: to develop the methodological, theoretical and technological foundations for the creation and functioning of rich information and educational environment for mathematics teaching and supporting the design and school student’s research activities in general education structure based on the development of complex knowledge generalized constructs:

- to develop and justify the technology of organizing and supporting the design and school student’s research activities and the manifestation of mathematical education synergy based on the development of complex knowledge generalized constructs (for example, modern achievements in science adaptation) in rich information and educational environment;
- to scientifically substantiate and develop a didactic model for supporting the school student’s project and research activities in rich information and educational environment based on personal-activity and synergetic approaches, mathematical and computer modeling symbiosis and self-organization of school student’s cognitive activity.

The leading idea is as follows: the key aspect of the phenomenon of school student’s mathematical literacy formation and synergetic effects manifestation in mathematics teaching of complex knowledge based on modern achievements in science adaptation is the possibility of updating generalized stages and studying the characteristics of essence mastering of complex mathematical knowledge, phenomena and procedures, creating conditions for communication and cultures dialogue, identifying attributes of self-organization of content, processes and interactions (attractors, bifurcation points, pools of attraction, iterative procedures, etc.) in the course of "problem areas" mathematics mastering.

Review of sources

Since ancient times, philosophers, mathematicians, teachers have been wondering about the complexity of sciences, tasks, texts, systems, processes and phenomena. Development of complexity is mediated by extensive experimental material, practice and the interdependence of integrative processes in science, technology, economics, social transformations and educational paradigms (philosophical concept and historiogenesis are presented by V.G. Budanov [12]). Polyvalence, multiplicity, multipolarity, unpredictability, emergence and disequilibrium of modern world cannot but be linked to the categories of the essence development of objects, phenomena and processes through the manifestation of transitions patterns to higher levels of the complexity as components of a specifically universal theory of development. Teachers and psychologists note in complexity phenomenon the quantitative characteristics of data, conditions, possibilities of text transformation, the volume of logical connections, the degree of studied issues abstraction (psychological interpretation by S. L. Rubinstein is presented in [27]). The ancient philosophers Plato, Aristotle, and Stagirite established an ontological distinction between a simple and
complex, which is expressed in pairs of opposites traditional for ancient Greek thought, such as "one-many", "elementary-composite", "necessary-accidental". Solving problems of computational complexity (theoretical analysis and the results are considered in [25; 26]) showed that it is the time characteristics that play the most important role in assessing the complexity of the problem (P-class problems (P-difficulty) – polynomial time, the traveling salesman problem – exponential time, etc.). "Complexity means many different things — there is descriptive complexity and computational complexity. The algorithm can be extremely complex in terms of the way it is constructed and at the same time work very quickly, since its computational complexity is low. Thus, we have different concepts of complexity" (classification of R.M. Karp is presented in [28]). Algorithmic complexity (Kolmogorov complexity is an internal characteristic of finite object, equal to the length of shortest binary code by which a universal algorithm can restore this object. Algorithmic information theory by A. N. Kolmogorov was an attempt to extend the information theory of K. Shannon to the non-stochastic case (including the phenomenon of information entropy concept [26]). There are approaches when complexity is associated with formation time of system or with its hierarchical structure, as well as with the formation probability of system from the initial elements, sometimes complexity can mean the ability of system to generate the semiotic information links and to interact with the external environment on their basis, allowing to implement a hierarchical management structure. The concept of "complexity is the occurrence of bifurcation transitions away from equilibrium and in the presence of suitable nonlinearities, symmetry breaking above the bifurcation point, as well as the formation and support of macroscopic scale correlations" (following I. Prigozhin [23]). Considering scientific knowledge as a complex system of generalized constructs variety in cognition unity, we note the didactic aspect of its adaptation to school mathematics by expanding the essential and phenomenological characteristics of reflecting current applications and the need for computer and mathematical modeling in ontogenesis. There was a need to develop an environment for distance learning in mathematical disciplines as part of methodological initiatives deployment of mathematics developers-teachers, as well as complexes of online courses and remote environments; it is necessary to develop the provision of ICT support tools (including the mathematical package of computer algebra Mathematica) in solving the complex problems in mathematics teaching [8-9]; the "tetrad" technology will be developed in school student's research activities: the peculiarity here is that school students will have to perform four types of creative activities: a) creative mathematical activity; b) construction of fractal sets with the development of algorithms and high-level programming languages; c) performing laboratory work in mathematics (with computer experiments [13; 14]); d) studying of scientists creative biographies and creating the artistic compositions using fractals and ICT.

Methodology and Methods

Complex knowledge arises in complex systems and generates multiple complex tasks. The historical experience of world problems solving in mathematics shows that, for example, the result of following problems knowing is a complex mathematical knowledge: the problem of 4 colors for coloring maps (V. Haken, K. Appel); Riemann hypothesis about zeros of ζ - function; binary Goldbach problem; transcendence of the numbers π+e; rationality of Euler-Mascheroni number; problem of P and NP problem for the computational efficiency
of iterative problems (P. Cook, L. Levin, A. Wigderson); Fermat's Great Theorem (A. Wiles); fractal characteristics of Schwartz cylinder (T. Schwartz, B. Mandelbrot, E. I. Smirnov, etc.). We want to use the generalized construct of complex mathematical knowledge for mathematical literacy forming so it can represent the applied or practice-oriented knowledge, the learning and essence manifestation of which is based on mathematical and computer modeling symbiosis. These can be fractal geometry elements: variations of Julia and Mandelbrot sets [2; 7], the game of "chaos" in the randomized construction and study of "Serpinsky napkin" fractal characteristics and its generalizations [5; 6; 10], the study of strange attractors of Henon, Roesler and Lorentz [2; 16]; graph theory (transport networks, queuing theory [28]); fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic (L. Zadeh, Ye. Mamdani [24]); information encoding and encryption (K. Shannon, Huffman [16]); stochastic methods of optimization problems (J. Holland, J. Koza [28]), etc.

The study of synergy manifestation processes of complex knowledge in mathematics teaching turns out to be directly and naturally related to forming effect not only the functional (mathematical) literacy, but also the category of computational thinking. The fact is that the basis for solving and researching practice-oriented problems is mathematical modeling, i.e., substitution of real, materialized and ideal objects and procedures with sign-symbolic, geometric, relational, procedural, frame, fractal models as generalized constructs embedded in the structural and logical field of mathematical signs and symbols that obey myriad laws and laws that have the status of absolute truths. However, the implementation of logical inference does not always lead to an exact result (this is also the theorem of K. Godel's incompleteness, the multiplicity of syllogisms, which sometimes becomes unrealistic, the need for computational procedures, and much more), so that, especially when studying complex knowledge, information technologies and computational procedures are required, at least to obtain an approximate solution. In other words, we need the so-called computational thinking, when following Zh. Wing "... thought processes involved in problems formulation and their solutions in such a way that solutions are presented in a form that can be effectively implemented using information processing tools" [25]. E. K. Henner [26] gives a number of definitions examples of computational thinking (CT), which directly arises when operating with complex knowledge and make an impact on mathematical literacy formation. Below are some of these judgments:

- CT is closely related to procedural thinking, the definition of which was formulated by Seymour Papert back in 1981 [11]. Procedural thinking includes the development, presentation, testing and debugging of procedures, which are a set of step-by-step instructions, each of which can be formally interpreted and executed by a special performer, such as a computer or automatic equipment;
- CT is associated with the study of the intelligence mechanisms, accompanied by practical applications, expressed in human intelligence strengthening through the tools using that help to automate the solution of complex tasks;
- CT-a way to formulate the accurate methods for effective problem solving, including a thorough analysis of problems and solution procedures.

All the results obtained characterize the synergy manifestation of complex knowledge in mathematical education at school based on modern achievements in science adaptation, mainly in the forms of integrative and elective courses implementation, project activities and web quests, laboratory-calculation and resource classes, including in gaming activities.

Thus, the study object and our approach are based on student’s learning of complex knowledge (modern achievement in science) with actualization of generalized universal
educational actions (GUEA) and mathematical literacy forming. Complex knowledge in our approach is the result of knowledge about the content and semiotic information connections of nonlinear systems, objects and phenomena of real and virtual world, presented in the unity of descriptive and computational diversity and hierarchies of content representation with the possibility of updating bifurcation transitions and various interpretations, and generations of essence forms manifestation.

Methods. Mathematical modeling is one of the most effective activity to define the essence and adaptation the steps of student’s complex knowledge learning (methodological aspects of teaching geometry based on digital educational resources are presented in [13]). The conceptual, natural science, mathematical modeling are important levels of essence revealing of practice-oriented tasks solving (improving the methods of pedagogical diagnosis are realized in [9]). Combination of visual modeling (computer design of nonlinear growth of "areas" of an irregular Schwarz cylinder is developed in [5]) and personal's experience founding methods (created and realized in [6]) define the opportunities to actualize the student’s individual educational trajectories. Computer modeling is actualized and applied for investigation of “problem zones” during complex knowledge solving and actualization of relevant practice-oriented subtasks (elements of the theory of discrete dynamical systems is presented in [2; 8]). This leads to the identification and revealing of following characteristics of complex knowledge about nonlinear systems, objects and phenomena of real and virtual world:

- the possibility of content components interpreting and generating and semiotic information links with pronounced applied effects;
- information about the unity of descriptive and computational diversity and hierarchies of content representation and semiotic information links;
- the possibility of updating bifurcation transitions and various interpretations, and generation of essence forms manifestation by methods of mathematical and computer modeling.

Results

In our practice technology, we are talking about identifying generalized constructs and procedures in information processes that accompany the study of complex knowledge and mathematical literacy forming.

1. Thus we are interested in generalized constructs and procedures for solving and researching the complex knowledge based on mathematical and computer modeling (including gaming activities) with the actualization of school student’s mathematical literacy during practice-oriented procedures for solving PISA-like tasks. An effective construct, method and mechanism for the formation of school student’s mathematical literacy may be the deployment of following synergy manifestation stages of complex knowledge learning in mathematical education at school. It may be: motivational (self-actualization ("I'm interested in this")); approximate information saturation (self-determination ("what can I do")); process-activity (self-organization ("I’m able to manage the process")); control-correctional (evaluation of empirical verification of results); generalizing-transforming (self-development of the individual ("I can do something new"); at the same time, it is necessary to develop the methods for the selection, justification and development of psycho diagnostic methods and evaluation procedures for identifying of teacher’s professional deficits and
technologies for identifying of synergetic effects in teaching mathematics (evaluation of synergetic effects of integration of knowledge and active learning in higher school are developed in [3; 4]).

2. The category of personal abilities associated with organizing functional system and performing actions, making decisions, evaluating of an action result was studied in the works of such scientists as S. L. Rubinstein [27]. Following the classical analysis of V. D. Shadrikov's abilities [18], we define school student’s mathematical (functional) literacy as a socially approved of an individual's functional systems properties severity measure, manifested in the success of mathematical activities implementation in sciences and real-life development. Social approval refers to compliance with the regulatory documents of various state institutions in the field of educational policy: requirements of the second-generation Federal State Educational Standard, the State Program of Russian Federation "Development of Education" (2018-2025), the Decree of the President of Russian Federation and the Government Resolution of 2013 "On the Concept of Mathematical Education Development in Russian Federation", etc. The success of mathematical activity mastering and implementing is understood (in accordance with the requirements of the PISA (Program for International School Student Assessment)) as an individual's ability to formulate, apply and interpret mathematics in context variety, to express well-founded judgments and make decisions. PISA recommends the mathematics mastering in 4 areas: measurement and relation, space and form, quantity and uncertainty ([20]). The excessive coverage of these areas in accordance with Russian mathematical education traditions is determined by seven meaningful lines of school mathematics: numerical, functional, geometric, identical transformations, equations and inequalities, stochastic and algorithmic. Therefore, the components of school student's mathematical literacy content should be determined by the need to reflect these seven content lines according to niches: to know, to be able, to possess each of which (in accordance with the requirements of PISA) is differentiated by three levels: threshold, basic and advanced (complex)). However, since the key question for us is the need to form the generalized universal educational actions (GUEA), these seven content lines are integrated in interaction in the manifestations of the following GUEA: localization and structuring of information; understanding; integration and interpretation; reflection; modeling; self-assessment and self-control. Each of GUEA's components is further disclosed in the characteristics, meters and complexes of multi-level practice-oriented tasks that have a complex multi-stage nature of the solution, research and used mathematical and information methods, as well as mathematical and computer modeling tools.

3. It is their actualization, as S. L. Rubinstein points out, that is the basis for abilities formation, including mathematical literacy [27]. The following is a model of mathematical literacy formation and diagnosis and formation and diagnosis stages of school student’s mathematical literacy (Fig. 1).

4. Thus, mathematics teaching based on the development of complex knowledge generalized constructs (for example, modern achievements in science with significant applied and mathematical-informational potential) becomes an effective direction for school student’s mathematical literacy formation. At the same time, the task is to create a rich information and educational environment for mathematics teaching by changing the content of educational programs in the direction of complex knowledge generalized constructs mastering and remote environments supporting, a symbiosis of mathematical and computer modeling. This is realized in the course of step-by-step research and the adaptation of complex knowledge generalized constructs to school mathematics with the
Figure 1 Structural and functional model of the formation and diagnosis of mathematical literacy (ML)
included effects of practice-oriented tasks solving and the ability to interpret the tasks from real life. So, it is necessary to solve a wide range of tasks in various spheres of human activity, communication and social relations. The concept of educational paradigms integration by complex knowledge mastering and school student’s mathematical literacy formation is the actualization of universal educational actions core that manifest themselves in the corresponding school student’s cognitive activity. This creates a precedent for expanding and deepening the personal experience based on its current state (it is necessary to take into account the school student’s individual differences, forms, methods and means of complex knowledge mastering and the corresponding practice-oriented tasks should be multi-level). It lead to formation and development of learning motivational sphere (due to the actualization of modern samples and adaptation, popular in life and accessible to scientific knowledge and technologies perception), the development of intellectual operations and abilities based on founding mechanisms, mathematical and visual modeling of manifestation possibilities and school student’s functional, operational and instrumental competencies correction in the development of mathematics complex constructs and procedures. Thus, the process implementation of functional literacy quality improving in the development of school mathematics is now possible on the basis of synergetic principles and approaches actualization in the context of modern achievements in science adapting to school mathematics. Such educational systems are characterized by the ability to fully meet the needs of each school student in self-education and self-actualization when complex knowledge constructs mastering and set the value of personal development imperative. Therefore, a dialogue of information, humanitarian, mathematical and natural science cultures is also necessary in the development of complex knowledge mathematics, which is associated with the solution and research of practice-oriented PISA-like tasks, activates the synergy mechanisms. So, it is become a factor of personal’s self-organization and the links in universal educational actions formation and integral structures formation in mathematics teaching at school.

5. At the same time, it is necessary to implement the idea not only developing, implementing and researching of hierarchical multi-level complexes of PISA-like tasks for school students [15], but also updating the basic generalized procedures and ULA (universal educational actions), mathematical knowledge and competencies integrating. These can be: localization and structuring of information, understanding and generalization, integration and interpretation, modeling and reflection, self-assessment and self-control of knowledge that correlate with mathematical literacy levels and content in the context of research implementation and school student’s play activities during the complex knowledge development. This integrative basis promotes the interaction, mutual influence, mutual enrichment of areas knowledge and will need to contribute to school student’s functional (mathematical) literacy formation [17]. The mathematical education synergy in the context of cultures dialogue and modern achievements in science adaptation (chess instruction improve mathematical problem-solving ability is presented in [21]), whether it is inclusive (inclusive) education, distance learning or integrated courses, allows the creating conditions for improving the mathematical education quality, school student’s educational and professional motivation with their individual characteristics disclosure.

At the same time, the procedures for generalized essence mastering of complex knowledge and the transition in the individualization processes in school student’s nearest development zones will be more pronounced and directed if the indicative and informational foundations of school student’s research activities design are cemented.
by a specially designed founding cluster. It really manages and observe the research levels and the essence manifestations of complex knowledge generalized construct [19]. Thus, school student’s experience founding as an innovative mechanism for personal development and comprehension of the essence of complex knowledge generalized construct (in the course of modern achievements in science mastering) can unfold in three educational niches: the content of mathematics teaching at school, the technology of implementing adaptive processes and the development of school student’s personal qualities (presented and realized in [22]).

It is the educational processes management based on complex knowledge development by mathematical and computer modeling means. It can give a powerful motivational charge to mathematical disciplines study. As a result, the interest in mathematics with real development of theoretical and empirical thinking (comparison, analogy, analysis, synthesis, etc.) will increase and school student’s mathematical literacy level, creativity and critical thinking will increase. At the same time, the possibility of modern achievements in science adapting to school mathematics and computer interactive interaction with the educational subject enhances the developing effect and increases the educational motivation, reveals connections with real life and practice, creates the synergetic effects phenomenon in complex mathematical knowledge development.

**Discussion**

So, the task for the coming years is not only to achieve a stable threshold level in PISA testing, at which school students begin to demonstrate the knowledge application and skills in the simplest extracurricular situations, but also to achieve the ability to solve the complex problems. Priority is given to situations when the school student’s ability to use the existing knowledge and skills, to obtain the new information is manifested, but creative school students who are independently thinking and able to function in difficult conditions and to master of complex knowledge are required. The feature of this paper (what is consistent with the authors' view (theory of self-organization and system logical approach to methodical disclosure are presented in [16; 17]) is to form the mathematical literacy by using complex mental operations. We agree with researchers that such technology creates a precedent for expanding and deepening the person's experience based on his current state (psychology of cognition and methodological aspects of teaching geometry based on digital educational resources are developed in [11; 13]). It is necessary to take into account the school student’s individual differences, i.e., practice-oriented tasks should be multi-level, the formation and development of the motivational sphere of teaching, have a strong links and have been stimulated the phenomenon of complexity actualization. Due to the actualization of modern samples and adaptation, popular in life and accessible to perception, scientific knowledge and technologies we support the development of intellectual operations and abilities based on founding mechanisms (what does not always agree with the researcher’s opinion (innovative pedagogical practices in higher education are realized in [22]). Actualization of mathematical and visual modeling symbiosis in managing process of manifestation possibilities and school student’s functional, operational and instrumental competencies make the basis for correction in the development of mathematics complex constructs and procedures.
Conclusion

Thus, an effective direction for school student’s mathematical literacy formation can be mathematics teaching on the basis of complex knowledge mastering. It turned out that necessary to build the hierarchies of complex multi-level knowledge, methods and tools in cognitive activity, relying on didactic rules and patterns of mathematical activity mastering based on a synergetic approach (fractal geometry, fuzzy sets and fuzzy-logic, chaos and catastrophe theory, stability of dynamic systems and nonlinear dynamics, the theory of encoding and encryption of information, etc.). At the same time, new technology create a rich information and educational environment for mathematics teaching and mathematical literacy formation by changing the educational programs content in the direction of complex knowledge generalized constructs mastering and organizing support for remote environments and computer modeling. This is realized in the course of step-by-step research and complex knowledge adaptation with the context of practice-oriented subtasks solving, with the ability to effectively interpret the situations from real life. It is making to solve a wide range of tasks in various spheres of human activity, communication and social relations. Thus, we demonstrate that the process implementation of functional literacy quality improving in the development of school mathematics is now possible on the basis of synergetic principles and approaches actualization in the context of modern achievements in science adapting to school mathematics. Such educational systems are characterized by the ability to fully meet the needs of each school student in self-education and self-actualization when complex knowledge constructs mastering and set the imperative of personal development value. Therefore, a dialogue of information, humanitarian, mathematical and natural science cultures is also necessary in the development of mathematics complex knowledge, which activates the synergy mechanisms and is a factor of self-organization and links in the integral structures’ formation of mathematics teaching at school. Thus, mathematics teaching at school should take place in an information-rich educational environment of complex level knowledge mastering in the context of mathematical, informational, humanitarian and natural science dialogue cultures and teachers and school student’s didactic efforts integration. It should be developed in the direction of the essences revealing of basic educational elements (concepts, theorems, procedures, algorithms, ideas) as a fundamental phenomenon of education.
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